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1. What is a chord progression?

2. What is another name for a chord progression and by 
whom is it used?

3. What is disjunct motion?

4. What is the rule about disjunct motion?

5. What is the rule about common tones moving from 
one chord to another?

6. What is contrary motion?

7. What is parallel motion?

8. Which types of parallel motion should be avoided?

9. What chords are used for the I IV V7 I progression in 
the key of B?

10. Where would you be likely to fi nd this progression?

1. Th e movement from one chord to another

2. chord changes, or changes. Used by jazz 
musicians

3. A leap of more than a second

4. Keep it to a minimum. Okay in the bass voice

5. Keep the common tones in the same voice

6. One voice goes up, the other goes down, or 
vice-versa

7. Both voices moving in the same direction with 
the same interval between them

8. Parallel fourths, fi fths and octaves

9. B E, F7, B
10. At the end of a section or song

BLUES PROGRESSION VARIATIONS
Th ere are several variations of the standard blues progression above. You can put a IV chord in the 
second measure. Th ere is a minor blues progression that uses minor chords and often a 3/4 time 
signature. Th e rules for chord substitutions can be applied to the blues to give it a diff erent fl avor, too.  
For a stellar example, check out the changes on Charlie Parker’s Blues for Alice.

 MOVING ON
So there you have it: four of the most common chord progressions in one easy chapter. Be sure to try 
all of these chord changes in as many keys as you can stomach, in as many diff erent ways as you can 
think of. You’ll be a much better musician for it if you do.

Coming up next, after the review for this chapter, is the review for all of Part VI. 

Th e next Part (and the last one!) covers more information on subjects you already know, like dots after 
a note, faster types of notes, more accidentals, and some diff erent meters.
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PRACTICAL USE EXERCISES
1. Draw a bracket around each pair of staves below like the examples in this chapter. In the key of F 

Major, write out an arrangement for piano, guitar, multiple voices, or instruments using the I, IV, 
V7, I chord progression. Play or sing the progression as a group until it feels comfortable. Use the 
correct accidentals to change the progression to i, iv, V7, i. Play the minor progression until it feels 
comfortable. Switch chord voicings.

2. Write out a chord progression in the key of F Major and use one of the plagal cadences mentioned in 
this chapter (I-IV-V-IV-I, I-V-vi-IV-I, or I-ii-V-IV-I, etc.). Play and/or sing what you’ve written. 

3. Pick your favorite key signature. Outline the I chord by either playing or singing each chord tone. 
Try to hear the whole chord in your head as you do this. Do the same for the IV chord, and then 
the V7. Try to do this exercise with two or more people at once. Be sure to specify a meter/beat and 
the length of each chord so you can change chords together..

11. What chords are used for the ii V7 I progression in 
the key of G?

12. What chords are used for the iii vi ii V7 I progression 
the key of F?

13. What is a plagal cadence?

14. What is the sound quality of a plagal cadence?

15. What is the basic progression for the 12 Bar Blues?

16. Did you sit down at the piano and play these chords 
progressions?

11. Amin, D7, G

12. Amin, Dmin, Gmin C7, F

13. A cadence in which the IV chord is followed 
by the I chord

14. Has an unfi nished, open-ended feel, as 
though it could go on and on.

15.   I7   I7  I7 I7

 IV7 IV7 I7 I7

V7  IV7 I7 I7

16. Please say yes.


